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Abstract The aim of this paper is to document two projects that were developed in the first cohort of 

the MAEDI, acronym in Spanish for Maestría en Diseño Interactivo (Master in Interactive Design), 

between 2018-2019. Also, to set forth the educational processes and methodologies taught at FADU-

UBA. We present projects that resulted from the joint effort between the theoretical and applied 

subjects (Design Laboratory) in the master's program. These projects explore different aspects of 

today’s design practice. The project Voronoi 3D is based on the study of the possibilities presented by 

Parametric Design and digital fabrication. Proyectos de Biodiseño (Biodesign Projects) experiments 

with the cultivation of fungi, algae, and bacterium for the development of bio-sustainable projects.  

 

Keywords Interactive design, Parametric design, Biodesign, Education.  

 
Introduction Voronoi 3D and Proyectos de Biodiseño were created in 2018, in the first year of the 

first cohort, and resulted from the joint work of professors and students gathering a group of 

professionals from different disciplines within the field of design practice. For both projects, the 

interdisciplinary work was essential and involved academic organizations and departments 

outside of the scope of FADU, where the master’s program is conducted. 

These projects, which resulted from the binding of theoretical courses and the Design Laboratory, 

paved the way for the creation of this academic space. A third and equally meaningful project, 

Proyecto Kodek (Kodek Project), was developed in 2019, during the first cohort’s second year. 

Proyecto Kodek is an interactive installation produced at MAEDI LAB, and it’s documented in 

another paper of this publication (KODEK PROJECT: AN INTERACTIVE INSTALLATION BY MAEDI 

LAB).  
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It could be said that these projects summarize the work conducted in the first years after the 

creation of the master’s program. The design teaching approach and methodologies applied at 

MAEDI are part of the structure and planning behind the projects, which is arranged as an 

iterative process that incorporates the formation and works of each of the cohorts.  

 

Voronoi 3D Project The Voronoi 3D project is a collective initiative created at MAEDI as part of the 

Parametric Design and Experimental Workshop 1 subjects with the aim of combining geometry, 

design, 3D modeling, programming, and digital fabrication.  

Based on the idea of presenting an exhibition in the central hall of FADU to display the projects 

created in the master’s program, a structure inspired by the Voronoi diagram was designed. This 

structure, which was internally lit, was made of 9mm MDF and translucent white corrugated 

plastic of about 5 x 1.75m. It was set in the central hall of FADU, where it was exhibited for 6 months 

(Image 1). 

 

 
Image 1. Close-up view of the 3D Voronoi structure installation at FADU 

 

A Voronoi diagram is a geometric construction defined by the partition of space based on 

proximity. It is named after the Russian mathematician Guerogui Voronoi, who in 1908 examined 

the structure considering Gauss’ and Dirichlet’s previous studies. In 1911, Voronoi diagrams were 

applied to the study of meteorology by Thiessen, and therefore are also known as Thiessen 

polygons.  

“[...] the Voronoi diagram is best defined as a cell complex. A cell is the intersection of a finite number 

of hyperplanes and open halfspaces, and a cell complex is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint cells 

so that every face of every cell is in the collection.” (Fortune, 1995) 

This structure can be found across different systems and organisms in the natural world, and its 

application is therefore fundamental in the study of spatial structures measured by computing 
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systems. Voronoi diagrams were key in the study of geometry through computer systems, and 

are considered a fundamental tool in point-based construction systems. 

“[...] Voronoi diagrams arise in nature in various situations. Indeed, several natural processes can be 

used to define particular classes of Voronoi diagrams. Human intuition is often guided by visual 

perception. If one sees an underlying structure, the whole situation may be understood at a higher 

level. Second, Voronoi diagrams have interesting and surprising mathematical properties; for 

instance, they are related to many well-known geometrical structures.” (Aurenhammer, 1991) 

This project showcases the complexities of the shape and variability of the mass customization 

axis. This implies that each piece within the installation has variable sizes and shapes, and 

therefore requires maximum precision and caution in the process of documentation, fabrication, 

and assembling. The geometry of Voronoi 3D, including the exploded view and the codification 

of each of the pieces that make up the individual modules, were based on generative algorithm 

design. In this way, each element was rigorously labeled in order to be correctly assembled.  

 

 
Image 2. A) Part of the model in Grasshopper / B) and C) Exploded view and organization  

of the pieces for CNC cutting 

 

Each piece was built using digital fabrication, with a CNC (Computer Numerical Control) cutting 

machine that cut the MDF boards directly from digital files. The expression “File to Factory” is 

related to that of digital fabrication, whereby the time periods of the production processes for any 

object are reduced. This makes it possible for a piece to be produced on a CNC machine straight 

from a digital drawing file, without a machine operator or builder having to study the plans. Said 

technologies are associated with cutting, folding, laser cutting, and 3D printing among others 

(Image 2).  

We believe this project managed to present more than the advantages of computer design and 

digital fabrication: it calls into question and brings the spotlight on a crisis in the traditional way 
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in which projects are interpreted in the stages of production, building, and fabrication. 

Working with pieces that are completely different, customized, and with distinct shapes and 

measures proves that building this project in a traditional way would be impossible: it would 

require generating individual plans, views, and cuts as part of a very long process. 

The programmed digital design process makes it possible to maintain a sorting criterion for the 

different pieces and elements that make up the structure, and also allows for the correct 

identification of each part in the construction stage. In this way, during the fabrication process, 

each piece is engraved with its own code, which will be essential in the assembling process. This 

makes production easier and simpler, avoiding misinterpretations based on the construction 

plans.  

 

Proyectos de Biodiseño (2018): Biodesign, analysis and designing from the Nano to Macro scale 

Biotechnology is expanding across different areas and, in the past years, it has also reached 

different fields such as architecture, design, and the engineering of materials. Biodesign 

proposals are growing rapidly, not only as experimental projects, but also as innovative 

sustainability projects. During the Biodesign classes at MAEDI, in collaboration with the Facultad 

de Ciencias Exactas y Naturales (Faculty of Exact and Natural Sciences), the students focused on 

the analysis and observation of Petri dish culture. They were inspired by the microscopic analysis 

of the nanoscale living organisms growing in it. The goal was to create a proposal for ecological 

materials, structures, or concepts in architecture, design, or visual arts expressed by a macro scale 

project. Groups of students performed different experiments from a basic recipe until achieving 

the desired result.  

The investigation was focused on growing bacterium, fungi, and algae as well as to interact with 

them and modify their natural growth process with external tools that led the “Bio Creation” 

theme in terms of natural patterns and structures. The results include a variety of areas and 

industries, from fashion and video mapping or VR gaming to urban architecture and playful 

design for childhood education.  

 
Images 3. A) Fungo; B) Bacterial Constellations; C) PetriCity; D) Living Communication Technologies; D) 

Petri Planet; E) Project 0.4mmxH. 
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FUNGO (Image 3/A) A biodynamic proposal developed with parametric modeling software that 

analyzes and emulates the morphology and growth rate patterns of the fungi spores as elements 

that will redefine the final piece. Exploring wearables as a symbiotic corporal extension and 

biomaterials in the fashion industry, the Fungo project works as a Petri dish extrapolation, using 

digital fabrication to create a fungal culture case that simulates body extensions. Since it was 

initially conceived as a face accessory, the selected strain was pycnoporus sanguineus, because 

of its skin benefits and intense color. 

BACTERIAL CONSTELLATIONS (Image 3/B) The reconsideration of coexistence among living 

organisms from a holistic perspective guided the study. It identified structures across different 

scales, through an educational ludic device, and down to a microscopic bacterial dimension. The 

kit included magnifying lenses, color filters, agar Petri dishes, and lamps to explore and get inside 

micro constellations that live in our bodies. 

PETRICITY (Image 3/C) The study of the spatial configuration of living environments with 

individual views of time and space. Every PetriCity had the main elements of node connectivity 

and system attractors of an urban plot drafted by replicating existing cities on a microscale. Users 

introduced their samples into the Petri dish, as a personal memento, revealing particular 

morphologies and growth patterns determined by wires that represent the urban plot, the 

different fungal and bacterial colonies in the sample, and their interaction. 

LIVING COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGIES (Image 3/D) Microalgae behavior study for further 

biomaterial proposals. A digital microscope recorded the slow movements of the algae to analyze 

its reaction to sound and light stimuli. The team designed a digital kaleidoscope video art inspired 

by a fractal morphology composition pattern. 

PETRI PLANET (Image 3/E) Exploring spaces inside fungi and bacterial colonies through a first-

person video game. The team analyzed and 3D-scanned the cultured Petri dishes with 

photogrammetry software to recreate different topographies that determined the difficulty of 

exploration levels. Virtual reality immersive systems enabled users to actively experience the 

degree of interchange between humans and microorganisms. 

PROJECT 0.4mmxH (Image 3/F) Fungi and op art inspiration for an interactive video mapping 

installation, retrieving and enlarging microorganisms with a morphological pixel synthesis 

proposal. The projection surface was a biodynamic textured element made of a white fungus 

strain culture that could grow or get extinguished along time. After the exhibition, the fungi 

screen could be reused or biodegraded. 

 

The different prototypes, developed in under a month, were also part of a public event called 

Noviembre electrónico (Electronic November) hosted at Centro Cultural San Martin as part of an 

art and science exhibition called “Germen, Experiencias académicas de arte-ciencia (Germen, 

Art-Science Academic Experiences)”. These projects were open to the public from November 10-

18, 2018 to make the audience reflect on how new bio-fabrication methods are changing the 
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design language while challenging the traditional architectural process, from the concept to the 

construction, and how different disciplines can interact and coexist in innovative unique projects. 

 

Credits 

Voronoi 3D (2018) 

The different pieces of Voronoi 3D were produced in TaMaCo/cheLA, and the structure, 

internally lit. 

Parametric Design: Arch. Arturo De La Fuente. 

Experimental Workshop: Arch. Francesco Milano, DI Karen Antorveza (TaMaCo).  

Link to this project’s documentation: maedi.com.ar/maedi-voronoi3d/ 

 

Proyectos de Biodiseño (2018) 

Biodesign: Arch. Ilaria La Manna, DI Jimena Califfa.  

Laboratorio de Fisiología de Proteínas (Protein Physiology Laboratory): Dr. Dr. Diego U. Ferreiro, 

Lic. A. Brenda Guzovsky, Lic. David Palomino Salcedo.  

Laboratorio Limnología (Limnology Laboratory): Dra Irina Izaguirre.  

Dpto. Biodiversidad y Biología Experimental (Experimental Biodiversity and Biology 

Department): Dra Ángela Juárez.  

Laboratorio de Micología Experimental Instituto de Micología y Botánica (INMIBO-CONICET) 

(Experimental Mycology Laboratory, Institute of Micology and Botany): Leonardo Matias Majul.  

0.4mmxH Project: Solana Sierra, Monica Sanchez, Marcela Ciccone, Mariela Alvarado, Ricardo 

Rodriguez. 

Constelaciones Bacterianas Project (Bacterial Constellations Project): Tatiana Cuoco, Juan 

Gagliano, Laura Garzón, Diego Morales, Edgardo Rojas. 

Tecnologías de Comunicación Vivas Project (Living Communication Technologies Project): 

Valeria Gusso, Vanina Pappacena, Paula Merialdo, Liliana Montañez, Ignacio García.  

PetriCity Project: Miguel Angel Angeleri, Rafael Jiménez, Natalia Kong Yi, Juan Odriozola.  

Planeta Petri Project (Petri Planet Project): María Sofía Piantanida, Florencia Berenguer, 

Mariano Ramis, Marianela Benítez Mingrone.  

Fungo Proyect: Bernardo Nóbrega, Romina Nales, Yecid Murillo, Francisco Hesayne, Belén 

González Tello. 

Link to this project’s documentation: maedi.com.ar/maedi-biodiseno/ 
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